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shown actual size
Made in the U.S.A.

#Plug-TC-16-3
3/4-16 for 1” shown

$30.99

#Plug-TC-F-16-3
3/4-16 for 1” flint shown

$30.99

#Plug-OH-14-5
5/8-18” for 7/8” shown

$32.99

#Plug-TC-Scout-11
TC breech plug with 

integral nipple
$18.99

Breech Plugs for Thompson Center 13/16”, or 15/16”, or 1” Rifles:
 Make a new barrel  for your Thompson Center Hawken, Renegade, Seneca, 
Cherokee, or similar imported Hawken rifle. Our hook matches your tang, with 
very little file fitting required. Tapped for a standard 1/4-28 nipple, and fitted with 
a hex socket clean-out screw. Hex wrench not included, commonly available.
 Thompson Center does not sell their plugs as a spare part, so we offer these 
nearly identical plugs for your use. Made in the U.S.A.

Plug only for T/C Seneca or Cherokee rifle, or Patriot pistol:
#Plug-TC-13-5  5/8-18 percussion, for 13/16” octagon only $30.99
#Plug-TC-13-9 9/16-18 percussion, for 13/16” octagon only $30.99

Plug only for T/C Hawken, Lyman, InvestArm, Cabela’s rifle:
#Plug-TC-15-5 5/8-18 percussion, for 15/16”octagon only $30.99
#Plug-TC-F-15-5 5/8-18 flint, for 15/16” octagon only $30.99
#Plug-TC-F-15-11  11/16-20 original T/C flint, for 15/16” octagon only $30.99

Plug only for Thompson Center Hawken or  Renegade:
 Renegade Hunter, Big Bore, Pennsylvania Hunter & Carbine, or large bore 

InvestArm, or Cabela’s Hawken rifles with 1” barrel:
#Plug-TC-16-3 3/4-16 percussion, for 1”octagon only $30.99 
#Plug-TC-F-16-3 3/4-16 flint, for 1” octagon only $30.99
#Plug-TC-F-16-11 11/16-20 original T/C flint, for 1” octagon only $30.99

Late Eastern style Solid Patent Breech  .......................... #Plug-OH-(size)
This sturdy one piece percussion plug, with separate drum was  popular on 

percussion halfstock Plains rifles and Ohio rifles from the 1830 to 1880 era. 
This wax casting integrates the drum and patent breech into one sturdy piece. 
The short rounded tang is typical of late style eastern rifles.

This plug fits a 13/16”, 7/8” or 15/16” octagon barrel with 9/16-18 or 5/8-18 
thread, and  features a direct drilled ignition channel. Order our standard #RST-S 
1/4-28 nipple for use on a rifle, or our shorter #PST-S nipple for use on a pistol. 
Pictured  is the breech plug in the 7/8” octagon. The 13/16” patent breech has 
a smaller shorter tang and the 15/16” has a slightly longer tang.
#Plug-OH-13-9 plug  for 13/16” with drum, 9/16-18 only $32.99
#Plug-OH-13-5 plug  for 13/16” with drum,  5/8-18 only $32.99
#Plug-OH-14-9 plug  for  7/8”  with drum, 9/16-18 only $32.99
#Plug-OH-14-5 plug  for  7/8”  with drum,  5/8-18 only $32.99
#Plug-OH-15-5 plug  for 15/16” with drum,  5/8-18 only $32.99

Breech Plug with integral nipple for Thompson Center Scout Carbines, 
Rifles and Pistols:..........................................................#Plug-TC-Scout-11

 Breech Plug with integral nipple, for Thompson Center Scout carbine, rifle, or 
pistol, to fit #11 CCI or Remington cap. The vent holes are designed to “index” 
and align exactly with the vent holes in your T/C Scout frame. Made in the 
USA, of 416 alloy Martensitic (hardenable) stainless steel. TC part number 723.
#Plug-TC-Scout-11 TC breech plug with integral nipple only $18.99

Solid Patent Breech for 1” octagon........................... #Plug-Pat-16-5 or 3
This wax cast steel rifle breech plug is a popular early design called a “solid 

patent breech”. This sturdy one piece percussion plug, with integral bolster, 
was  popular on percussion fullstock and halfstock Plains rifles, Ohio rifles 
and late longrifles, from the 1830 to 1880 era. The short straight rounded 
tang helps reinforce the wrist on rifles. 

This breech plug fits any 1” octagon barrel, with 5/8-18 thread, or  
3/4-16 thread, and  features a direct drilled ignition channel.

Order our standard #RST-S 1/4-28 nipple for use on a rifle, or our shorter 
#PST-S nipple for use on a pistol. The octagon plug and integral snail bolster 
add about one inch to the barrel assembly length.
#Plug-PAT-16-5 patent breech for 1”, 5/8-18 only $31.99
#Plug-PAT-16-3 patent breech for 1”, 3/4-16 only $31.99

#Plug-Pat-16-3
3/4-16 for 1” shown

$31.99
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